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2.. Cognitive lockup and task characteristics 

Inn the second chapter we try to identify the main characteristics of the three 
researchh paradigms (planning, task switching and decision making). In order 
too examine the explanations that were provided by each paradigm we 
implementt these task characteristics in the present task setting. The task 
settingg is a simulation of a fire control task that consists of two modes of 
control:: monitoring the environment and fault diagnosis. The system is in a 
steadyy state until a fire breaks out. At that moment participants have to 
detectt the fire and start diagnosing the cause it in order to select the 
appropriatee treatment. When there are two fires at the same time, the 
situationn has to be reassessed in order to find out which is the most urgent 
andd needs to be dealt with first. An experiment is conducted with two main 
conditions:: a sequential condition which includes the characteristics (an 
environmentall change, the start of a second problem while being involved 
inn the first one and the presence of prior investments) and a simultaneous 
conditionn where these characteristics are absent. The results of the 
experimentt show that cognitive lockup is stronger in sequential scenarios. 
Wee therefore conclude that the present experimental task paradigm can be 
adequatelyy used to study psychological explanations for cognitive lockup. 
Wee end this chapter with an overview of where in the thesis different 
explanationss are investigated. 

Introduction n 

Wee started the introductory chapter with the air crash of flight 401 of Eastern 

Airr Lines. This accident is an example of a supervisory control task where 

cognitivee lockup resulted in a dramatic outcome. The purpose of this thesis 

iss to explore how operators like the pilot of flight 401 get caught by 

cognitivee lockup 

Inn the previous chapter we reviewed research from three different paradigms 

inn which similar phenomena like cognitive lockup occurred. These 

paradigmss provided possible explanations for cognitive lockup. However, 

thee findings from each paradigm are dependent on the characteristics of the 

taskk environments that were used and conclusions can therefore not simply 

bee extrapolated to supervisory control tasks. The goal of the present chapter 



iss to relate the explanations that have been put forward in each paradigm to 

thee main characteristics of the tasks that were used and to assess whether 

thesee characteristics are relevant to supervisory control. The result provides 

necessaryy task characteristics for an experimental task that is useful to 

investigatee psychological mechanisms for behavioral entrapment in 

supervisoryy controJ. In addition, an experiment will be described. The most 

importantt goal of this experiment is to show that cognitive lockup occurs. In 

subsequentt chapters, research wil l be described that aimed at finding the 

mostt likely explanation. 

Planning Planning 

Recentt definitions of planning have stressed the importance of an adaptive 

changee of plan to possible changes in the environment. Effective planners 

needd to revise their plans when the environment changes. Research has 

thereforee mainly focussed on how people react to such changes. So, an 

importantt feature of tasks that have been used in the planning paradigm is a 

changee in the environment that requires a revision of plan. 

Thiss feature is also important in supervisory control tasks, where operators 

mayy be confronted with environmental changes while they are doing other 

tasks.. In the case of flight 401 , for example, the aircraft started to descend 

whilee the crew was involved in dealing with the problem of the landing 

gear.. The altitude problem that occurred was far more urgent, and would 

requiree a revision of the initial course of action, that is, to start working on 

thee altitude problem. 

Too conclude, one of the main characteristics that has been investigated in 

planningg research is the reaction to environmental changes, and this feature 

iss highly relevant to supervisory control tasks as well. 
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Task-switching Task-switching 

Inn studies on concurrent task-switching and interruptions people have to 

deall with multiple tasks simultaneously. They are involved in processing a 

firstt stimulus or task at the moment a second stimulus or task is introduced. 

Thee central question is how participants deal with a second stimulus or task. 

Doo they proceed with the first stimulus or task or do they switch to the 

secondd stimulus or task? 

Thee task characteristic of multiple tasks is also present in critical situations in 

supervisoryy control. Subparts of the system are often interrelated and faults 

mayy easily propagate through the system. As a consequence the operator 

hass to deal with multiple faults at the same time. In case of flight 401, the 

pilott also had to deal with several problems at the same time: the 

malfunctioningg landing gear and the decreasing altitude. Even though the 

secondd one occurred later in time, it had a higher priority and should have 

beenn dealt with first. 

DecisionDecision Making 

Decisionn making research on phenomena related to cognitive lockup has 

shownn the importance of initial investments. At the moment an alternative 

taskk or project is introduced people have already invested in the first task or 

projectt and additional investments have to be made to complete it. In 

decidingg whether to continue on the current task or project or to switch to 

thee alternative task or project, these prior and future investments may play a 

role. . 

Inn supervisory control tasks, these phenomena may occur as well at the 

momentt a second disturbance starts. On the one hand investments are made 

inn the first disturbance (time and effort) and on the other hand, because of 

thesee prior investments, the completion of the disturbance is likely to have 

becomee closer. For the example of flight 401, investments were made in 



solvingg the problem with the landing gear. At the time the problem with the 

descendingg altitude occurred, the pilot had made initial investments that 

impliedd that the problem was also closer to completion. 

Inn sum, the following task characteristics can be identified that may all 

explainn behavioral entrapment: a change in the environment that requires an 

adaptationn of plans, multiple tasks that need to be handled in order of 

priorityy and not in order of presentation and the presence of initial 

investments. . 

Inn the next section we will describe how we implemented these task 

characteristicss in the present task environment. 

Taskk characteristics in the present study 

Forr the present thesis we designed a simulation of a shipping control task. 

Globally,, there are two modes of control: monitoring the system and fault 

diagnosis.. The system is in a steady state until a fire breaks out. At that 

moment,, the operator has to detect the fire and start diagnosing the cause of 

thee fire in order to select the appropriate treatment. 

Whenn there are two fires simultaneously, the situation has to be (re)assessed 

inn order to find out which fire is most urgent and has to be dealt with first. 

EnvironmentalEnvironmental change 

Thee environmental change in the fire control task was induced by starting a 

secondd fire when the participant was already involved in fire fighting. This 

environmentall change meant that participants had to reassess the situation, 

ass either fire 1 or fire 2 could have the highest priority. This situation 

involvedd the presentation of two fires sequentially. 
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Inn order to examine a person's reaction to an environmental change, the 

sequentiall condition is compared with a situation in which two fires start at 

thee same time. In this situation participants have the opportunity to assess 

thee priority of both fires and to define a plan that - in contrast with the 

sequentiall condition - does not need revision halfway through. This way we 

couldd examine the question to what extent participants would interrupt 

ongoingg activities in order to reassess the situation. 

MultipleMultiple tasks 

Thee task characteristic of multiple tasks is realised in the present task 

environmentt by the occurrence of a second fire while one is still involved in 

thee diagnosis process of the first fire. Of main concern with this 

characteristicc is to assess the effect of task complexity, in terms of attentional 

resources,, on cognitive lockup. To that extent we designed the task in such a 

wayy that information had to be requested to a) assess priorities and b) select 

thee correct course of action. In the present task environment it was possible 

too manipulate the way in which information had to requested. By this, we 

couldd manipulate the complexity of the task of assessing priorities and the 

taskk of selecting the correct treatment. 

Thee possibility to manipulate the complexity of the task and its claim on the 

availablee resources enabled us to examine explanations of cognitive lockup 

inn terms of lack of attention. 

Costs Costs 

Whenn several disturbances occur at the same time a decision has to be 

madee as to which disturbance is handled first. The cost structure for the fire 

controll task can be defined by time. First, a fire has to be dealt with within a 

predefinedd time span. Second, requesting information takes time. The 

answerss to questions are not provided immediately but after a delay. In all, 



thiss cost structure means that when fires occur sequentially, time 

investmentss have been made the moment a second fire starts, and some 

timee period remains until task completion. 

Experimentt 1 

Thee main goal of this experiment is to demonstrate the phenomenon of 

cognitivee lockup in a supervisory control task that included all three task 

characteristics:: an environmental change, multiple tasks and time costs. We 

operationalizedd cognitive lockup in this experiment as completing the first 

firee before detection of the second fire (and consequently refraining from 

reassessingg priorities). 

Thee critical condition is therefore the situation in which two fires are 

presentedd sequentially. In this condition, a change in the environment takes 

placee (a second fire occurs at the moment participants are diagnosing the 

firstt fire), (part of) the attentional resources are utilized by the first fire, and 

timee investments are made at the moment the second fire starts. This 

conditionn is compared with a simultaneous condition in which a plan can 

bee made for both fires at the beginning of the scenario. For this planning 

processs there is therefore no reaction needed to an environmental change, 

alll attentional resources are available and no investments have been made. 

Wee predicted that cognitive lockup is stronger for the sequential condition 

thann for the simultaneous condition. 

Method d 

Participants Participants 

Twentyy seven participants voluntarily participated in the experiment. They 

weree all first year students at the University of Utrecht. The experiment 
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lastedd about two hours and they were paid Dfl. 70. 

ExperimentalExperimental task 

Thee experimental task was a simulation of a ship on which fires could occur. 

Participantss had to monitor the ship on fires that they had to fight. For 

monitoringg purposes, there was a two-dimensional representation of the ship 

thatt consisted of four layers. Participants had to monitor this part of the 

systemm for the detection of fires. When a fire occurred, a small red triangle 

poppedd out somewhere in the representation of the ship, accompanied by a 

highh beep. Over time, a fire expanded which was shown by small red 

triangless fanning out from the fire symbol. 

Forr the purpose of fire fighting, there were windows available in the subpart 

off the screen. In this part of the system the diagnosis process of a fire took 

place.. For each fire detected a list of seven questions and seven possible 

treatmentss were provided. Answers could be requested by clicking the 

buttonn that represented a particular question. The first three questions were 

forr the assessment of priorities. The last four questions were to determine 

whichh treatment to select. In order to realise costs for requesting 

information,, we built in time delays. Answers to questions for priority 

assessmentt were provided with a one-second delay and answers to 

questionss for treatment selection were provided with a four seconds delay. 

Duringg this period the system was blocked and participants couldn't perform 

anyy action in the system. Participants could chose one out of seven possible 

treatments,, also by mousedicks. 

Nott every fire needed all four questions to be answered. To simulate 

uncertaintyy with regard to the amount of time needed to solve disturbances, 

participantss didn't know in advance how many questions had to be 

answeredd in order to determine the appropriate treatment. For example, 

whenn 'removing smoke' was the correct treatment, participants needed to 



clickk all questions, but when 'sending a large casualty team' was the 

appropriatee treatment, only the answers to the fourth and fifth question had 

too be asked (see Appendix A). 

Selectingg the appropriate treatment immediately extinguished the fire. The 

redd triangles disappeared from the screen and the participants heard three 

shortt beeps. Selecting an incorrect treatment shut down the system for 7 

seconds. . 

Duringg the experiment, participants were confronted with scenarios in 

whichh either one or two fires occurred. For this latter category, fires could 

differr in priority. The fire with a higher priority had a higher expansion rate. 

AA relative high priority fire expanded at a faster rate than a low priority fire, 

andd would sooner end in a burn down. 

Whenn two fires had the same priority, they should be solved within 50 

secondss after onset. When the priority of two fires differed, participants had 

355 seconds to solve the fire with the highest priority and 50 seconds to solve 

thee fire with the lowest priority. When there was only one fire on the ship, 

thiss fire always had to be solved within 35 seconds after its onset. 

Procedure Procedure 

Beforee the actual experiment, participants were trained in the assessment of 

prioritiess and the selection of the correct treatment. For the assessment of 

priorities,, participants were presented with three questions that could be 

answeredd by clicking on them. Under this list of questions were four buttons 

thatt represented the four different states of priority. Participants were handed 

outt a tree-structure that aided them in asking the appropriate questions and 

choosingg the correct priority (see Appendix B for this tree-structure). They 

weree instructed to determine the priority of 20 fires. When incorrectly 

prioritised,, a fire was presented again. When the priority of all 20 fires were 
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correctlyy assessed the training was finished. 

Thee training for selecting the appropriate treatment consisted of a training in 

walkingg through a tree of questions. Again, they were handed out a tree-

structuree that could help them asking the relevant questions and determine 

thee correct treatment (see Appendix A). There were four questions and seven 

possiblee treatments that could be selected. For 28 fires the correct treatments 

hadd to be provided. Fires for which an incorrect treatment was selected were 

presentedd again later. 

Afterr the training-session, participants were given the instructions for the 

experimentall task. After 16 practice scenarios, the actual experiment began. 

Participantss were seated in front of a screen that showed the representation 

off the ship in the upper part of the screen and the fire control task in the 

lowerr part of the screen. Figure 2.1 shows the two parts of the system after 

twoo fires have been detected. 



Figure.Figure. 2.1: An overview of the system at the moment two fires have been detected. 

Thee main goal for the participants was to detect fires and to select the 

appropriatee treatment as soon as possible. Participants had to detect a fire by 

clickingg with the mouse on the red triangular icon in the representation of 

thee screen. After detection, a window appeared in the bottom part of the 

screenn in which the questions and possible treatments were presented. A 

numberr that showed up with the icon indicated to which fire the window 

referred.. In case participants didn't solve a fire in time, the ship burned 

downn which was represented by a blank screen. 

Too assess a fire's priority, participants needed the answers of only two of the 

threee priority questions. Depending on the answer to the first question, the 

subsequentt question to be asked was either the second or the third one (see 

appendixx B). A question was answered by yes or no. Answers to the first 
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threee questions were generated by the system after a one-second delay. A 

firee could have a priority that ranged from 1 (the highest priority) to 4 (the 

lowestt priority). 

Design Design 

Thee manipulation in this experiment was the presentation mode of two fires. 

Firess could start at the same time - forming the simultaneous condition - or 

thee second fire started after one had clicked on a question of the first fire -

formingg the sequential condition. 

Eachh condition contained 54 scenarios. For each condition there was an 

equall number of scenarios where the first fire had priority, the second fire 

hadd priority and the first and second fire had equal priority. (Note that in the 

simultaneouss condition there was no 'first' or 'second' presented fire, since 

bothh fires started at the same time.) The conditions were also balanced for 

thee number of questions that needed to be answered in order to determine 

thee correct treatment of a fire. 

Too the 108 'two fires' scenarios, 18 scenarios were added in which only one 

firee occurred. 

Dependentt variables 

Performance.. Overall task performance is defined by the number of 

burnburn downs. A burn down implied that the participant did not solve 

thee fire(s) in time. 

Strategy.. Two variables indicated participants' strategic behavior. One 

variable,, switch moment, measured whether participants made the 

switchh to the second fire before or after completion of the first fire. 

Thee second variable measured whether priority information was 

requestedrequested for the first fire detected. 



Results s 

Thee description of the results is divided into two sections. First, performance 

dataa are presented, indicating to what extent participants were able to solve 

thee fires in each experimental condition. The second section describes the 

strategyy participants chose to deal with the fires. When did they switch to 

thee second fire and how often did they ask priority information? 

Inn the simultaneous condition the two fires were presented at the same time, 

whereass in the sequential condition the second fire started after the first 

questionn had been answered. This implies that participants had more time to 

solvee the second fire in the sequential condition as the onset was later in 

timee than in the simultaneous condition. In order to make the sequential and 

simultaneouss condition comparable we subtracted this extra time from the 

timee that was left after the selection of a correct treatment for the sequential 

scenarioss where participants solved the second fire after the first fire. If the 

subtractionn resulted in a negative value it was counted as a burn down. 

Performance Performance 

Figuree 2.2 presents the mean percentage of scenarios that ended in a burn 

downn for the sequential and simultaneous condition. 
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3-- 30 

FigureFigure 2.2: 

Sequential l Simultaneous s 

Presentationn mode 

TheThe mean percentage of scenarios that ended in a burn down as a function of 

presentationpresentation mode. 

AA dependent t-test showed that there was no difference in the percentage of 

burnn downs between the sequential and simultaneous condition (t= 

1.21,dff = 26, n.s). 

Strategy Strategy 

Figuree 2.3 depicts the mean percentage of scenarios in which the second fire 

wass detected after the first fire was solved. 
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FigureFigure 2.3: The mean percentage of scenarios in which the second fire was detected after 

thethe first fire was completed as a function of presentation mode. 

Figuree 2.3 shows that in the sequential condition the detection of the second 

firee after completion of the first fire was more frequent than in the 

simultaneouss condition. This effect is significant (t= 5.47,df= 26, p < 0.01) 

andd implies that cognitive lockup is stronger for the condition where the 

secondd fire was presented after one had started executing the first fire. 

Figuree 2.4 presents the mean percentage of scenarios in which priority 

informationn was requested for the first fire for both the sequential and the 

simultaneouss condition. 
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Sequentiall Simultaneous 

Presentationn mode 

FigureFigure 2.4: The mean percentage of scenarios in which priority information was 

requestedrequested for the first fire as a function of presentation mode. 

Thee figure shows that there was an effect of presentation mode for the 

numberr of times priority information was requested for the first fire. In the 

simultaneouss condition significantly more priority information was 

requestedd than in the sequential condition (t= -5.48, d f= 26, p < 0.01). The 

effectt supports the notion that in the sequential condition the tendency to 

refrainn from reassessing task priorities is much stronger than in the 

simultaneouss condition. 

Discussion n 

Thee main goal of the pilot experiment was to demonstrate the phenomenon 

off cognitive lockup in a supervisory control task which included the three 

taskk characteristic which we identified earlier (namely an environmental 

change,, multiple tasks and costs in terms of time). In the experiment we 
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comparedd two modes of presentation - the sequential presentation and the 

simultaneouss presentation - and we expected cognitive lockup to be 

strongerr for the sequential condition, the condition in which participants 

neededd to reassess the situation. 

Thee experiment successfully demonstrated the effect of cognitive lockup for 

thee sequential condition. The tendency to detect the second fire only after 

completionn of the first fire is much stronger in the sequential than in the 

simultaneouss condition. In the same line, the tendency to (re)assess priority 

informationn is far more prominent in the simultaneous condition than in the 

sequentiall condition. To put it in other words, participants were less 

inclinedd to switch to the level of assessing priority when they were already 

involvedd in solving the first fire. 

Itt was somewhat surprising that a difference in strategy between the 

sequentiall and simultaneous condition was not reflected in the performance 

data.. The number of burn downs was almost identical for the sequential and 

thee simultaneous condition. A possible reason may be that the 

determinationn of priority required more time than we had expected. The 

extraa information that was obtained by executing the task of asking priority 

questionss did perhaps not always outweigh the additional costs in time. 

Askingg priority information may have required so much time that even if one 

startedd solving the most urgent fire, the remaining time was often too short 

too complete both fires in time. 

Inn all, the first experiment clearly showed people's tendency for cognitive 

lockup.. The experimental paradigm of the fire control task can therefore be 

adequatelyy used to study psychological explanations for cognitive lockup. 
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Backk to the explanations 

Thee main goal of this thesis is to find the most plausible explanation for 

cognitivee lockup. In the introduction we summed up a number of possible 

explanationss that we inferred from the three adjacent paradigms. In this 

sectionn we wil l return to these paradigms and we will indicate for each 

paradigmm whether and, if so, how the accompanying hypotheses wi l l be 

investigatedd in the present work. 

Planning Planning 

Thee process control task that is used in the present thesis is too restrictive to 

investigatee the aforementioned hypotheses of planning. In our fire control 

task,, participants start off with an initial plan (solve the first fire) and when a 

changee in the environment takes place (the occurrence of a second fire), the 

questionn is whether they set out a new plan (first solve the fire with a higher 

priority)) or not. Since the opportunity for planning is so limited we consider 

thee present task unsuitable to test the specific planning hypotheses. 

Nevertheless,, the planning literature has pointed out the importance of an 

adequatee reaction to an environmental change. We therefore included in 

everyy experiment of this thesis a condition where such an environmental 

changee occurred and we recorded whether participants adapted their initial 

plan.. The experiment described above contained scxalled 'sequential' 

scenarioss which included such an environmental change. This in contrast 

withh 'simultaneous' scenarios which did not include such a change. A 

comparisonn of these two kinds of scenarios demonstrated people's inability 

too provide an adequate reaction to an environmental change. Wee tried to 

replicatee this finding in the second and third experiment of this thesis which 

alsoo included both sequential and simultaneous scenarios. 



TaskTask switching 

Taskk switching research identified two explanations for cognitive lockup: (1) 

aa lack of resources and (2) high costs of switching. According to the first 

explanationn cognitive lockup is due to limitations in our information 

processingg capacities. Operators can not deal with the second fire because 

nott enough resources are left for making a switch to the second fire. The 

workloadd of the first fire is so high that all resources are needed. 

Inn order to test this workload hypothesis we manipulated the degree of 

complexityy for the first fire. If this hypothesis holds, being locked up in the 

firstt fire should be affected by complexity. Fires requiring a more complex 

diagnosiss process are expected to demand more resources. And since more 

resourcess are allocated to the first fire, there wil l be less resources left for the 

secondd fire, resulting in a greater degree of cognitive lockup. We tested the 

workloadd hypothesis in the second experiment of this thesis. 

Thee second explanation from task switching literature is that the costs of 

switchingg are perceived as too high. All task-switching studies demonstrated 

thatt switching between tasks inevitably results in switch costs. In the 

supervisoryy control task of solving fires, there are, besides the expected 

switchh costs of interference, more explicit switch costs in the form of 

reassessingg task priorities. The start of a second fire requested such a 

reassessmentt of priorities. 

Peoplee may trade-off the costs and benefits of a reassessment and because 

theyy perceive the costs as high they may refrain from making an 

reassessment.. This explanation is investigated in the third experiment of this 

thesis.. In this experiment we varied the costs of reassessing priorities. 

Accordingg to the switch cost hypothesis, cognitive lock up would decrease 

ass the costs of switching would be lower. 
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Decision-making Decision-making 

Withh respect to the decision-making paradigm, we concentrated on the 

sunk-costt and task completion explanation, not on the explanation of loss 

aversion.. This because the prospect theory and loss aversion are more 

concernedd with discrete choices and sunk-cost and task completion 

explanationn take into account the dynamics of the situation. As a 

consequencee these explanations seem to be more suitable to investigate 

cognitivee lockup in supervisory control than an explanation in terms of loss 

aversion. . 

So,, first, there is the explanation in terms of sunk costs. Following this 

explanation,, it is predicted that the more participants have progressed on the 

firstt fault, the less they wi l l be inclined to abandon the first fault. Our 

experimentall task setting provides the opportunity to manipulate the degree 

off sunk costs by varying the number of questions that are asked at the time a 

secondd fire begins. If the sunk-cost hypothesis holds it is expected that 

cognitivee lockup increases as more questions have been asked at the 

momentt the second fire occurs. 

Thee second explanation emanating from decision making research is task 

completion.. Our fire control task offers the opportunity to vary the degree of 

completion,, independent of the degree of investment. As just noted, the 

degreee of investment can be manipulated by varying the number of 

questionss asked at the moment the second fire started. The degree of 

completionn can be manipulated by the number of questions that still needs 

too be answered at the moment a second fire starts. 



Accordingg to this hypothesis, as the number of questions to be answered 

decreasess the tendency for being locked up in the first fire wi l l be stronger. 

Thee hypothesis of sunk costs and the hypothesis of task completion will be 

testedd in experiment four and five of this thesis. 


